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Abstract. Tutorial dialogue has been the subject of increasing attention in 

recent years, and it has become evident that empirical studies of human-

human tutorial dialogue can contribute important insights to the design of 

computational models of dialogue.  Students with particular characteristics 

may have specific dialogue profiles, and knowledge of such profiles could 

inform the design of tutorial dialogue systems whose strategies leverage the 

characteristics of the target population and address the communicative needs 

of those students.  This paper reports on a study that was conducted to 

investigate the influence of learner characteristics (performance levels, self-

efficacy, and gender) on the structure of task-oriented tutorial dialogue.  A 

tutorial dialogue corpus was gathered from interactions transpiring in the 

course of problem-solving in a learning environment for introductory 

computer science.  Analyses of the annotated dialogues suggest that the 

dialogue structure of (1) low-performing students differs significantly from 

that of high-performing students, (2) students with low self-efficacy differs 

significantly from that of students with high self-efficacy, and (3) males 

differs significantly from that of females. 

 
1. Introduction 

 

Providing intelligent tutoring systems with the ability to engage learners in rich natural 

language dialogue has been a goal of the AI & Education community since the inception 

of the field.  With the investigation of tutorial dialogue in a number of systems devised to 

support a broad range of conversational phenomena (e.g., CIRCSIM [1], BEETLE [2], the 

GEOMETRY EXPLANATION TUTOR [3], WHY2/ATLAS [4], ITSPOKE [5], SCOT [6], ProPL 

[7] and AUTOTUTOR [8]), we have begun to the see the emergence of a core set of 

foundational requirements and functionalities for mixed-initiative natural language 

interaction.  Moreover, recent years have witnessed the appearance of corpus studies 

empirically investigating speech acts in tutorial dialogue [9], dialogues’ correlation with 

learning [10, 11, 12, 13], student uncertainty in dialogue [14, 15],  and comparing text-

based and spoken dialogue [5]. 

While all learners may engage in some universal form of tutorial dialogue, it may be 

the case that different populations of learners engage in qualitatively different forms of 
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dialogue.  It seems plausible that students with particular characteristics may have specific 

dialogue profiles, and knowledge of such profiles could inform the design of tutorial 

dialogue systems whose strategies leverage the characteristics of the target population and 

address the communicative needs of those students.  This paper reports on a study 

investigating the influence of learners’ achievement levels, self-efficacy, and gender on 

task-oriented tutorial dialogue. 

         Given that human-human tutorial dialogue offers a promising model for effective 

communication [16], an experiment was conducted to study naturally occurring tutorial 

dialogues in a task-oriented learning environment.  A text-based dialogue interface was 

incorporated into a learning environment for introductory computer science.  In the 

environment, students undertook a programming task and conversed with human tutors 

while designing, implementing, and testing Java programs.   To ensure that only natural 

language was used for communication and to eliminate the possibility of non-verbal 

communication such as gesture and body language, tutors were physically separated from 

students in an adjoining lab.  The tutors’ interface included a real-time synchronized view 

of the students’ problem-solving workspace.  Dialogues were logged and the resulting 

corpus was then manually annotated with tutorial dialogue acts.  Analyses of the annotated 

dialogues suggest that the dialogue structure of low-performing students differs 

significantly from that of high-performing students, that the dialogue structure of students 

with low self-efficacy differs significantly from that of students with high self-efficacy, and 

that the dialogue structure of males differs significantly from that of females.   

 
2. Task-Oriented Tutorial Dialogue Corpus and Dialogue Acts 

 

While all tutorial dialogue is undertaken in support of learning tasks, one genre of tutorial 

dialogue is directly situated in the task at hand: these dialogues emerge as a result of the 

creation of learning artifacts such as designs, proofs, or computer programs.  The domain 

investigated in this study, which has also been studied in the ProPL tutorial dialogue 

project [7], is that of computer programs.  Here, students design, implement, and test 

programs (in the case of the study, Java programs) to meet a given specification.  In the 

course of constructing the artifact, tutors and students pose questions to one another, tutors 

offer advice and feedback, and students make statements about the artifacts.   

The Java Corpus was gathered by logging text-based dialogues between tutors and 

novice computer science students.  The learning task was to complete a programming 

problem that required students to apply fundamental concepts such as iteration, 

modularization, and sequential-access data structures.  Table 1 presents two sample 

annotated dialogue excerpts from the Java Corpus.  In Dialogue Excerpt A, the tutor 

interacts with a low performing student, Student A, whose pre-test score was well below 

the median.  The structure of Dialogue A illustrates many features commonly seen with 

low performing students, such as seeking to establish confirmation of a proposed plan 

before proceeding to implementation.  In contrast to Dialogue A, Dialogue B illustrates 

some common characteristics of dialogues with high performing students.  Student B seeks 

tutorial advice, then proceeds directly to implementation with no pre-emptive request for 

tutor feedback.    



 

 

The Java Corpus consists of 5034 dialogue acts:  3075 tutor turns and 1959 student 

turns.  The corpus was manually annotated with a set of tutorial dialogue acts designed to 

capture the salient characteristics of task-oriented tutorial dialogues.  The coding scheme 

(Table 2) draws on a scheme devised for tutorial dialogue on qualitative physics problems 

[10].  While most of the acts in this scheme are present in the Java corpus as well, the 

particular dialogues in the Java corpus made it difficult to make judgements about short 

answer questions versus deep answer questions and to make fine-grained distinctions 

between hinting levels.  The four-category scheme [9] and a more expansive non-tutorial 

dialogue act catalogue [17] also contributed common acts.  

 The entire corpus was annotated by a single annotator.  In an agreement study to 

evaluate the consistency of the coding scheme and its application to the corpus, a second 

annotator labelled a subset of 969 acts (of the total 5034 acts in the corpus).  This yielded 

a 0.75 Kappa between the two annotators, indicating a reasonable inter-rater reliability.  

 
3. Experimental Design 

 

Subjects were students enrolled in an introductory computer science course and were 

primarily freshman or sophomore engineering majors in disciplines such as mechanical, 

electrical, and computer engineering. 

The corpus was gathered from tutor-student interactions between 35 students and 6 

tutors during a one-week study.  Tutors and students were completely blind to each other’s 

characteristics as they worked together remotely from separate labs.  Tutors observed 

student problem-solving actions (e.g., programming, scrolling, running programs) in real 

time.  The tutors consisted of four graduate students and two undergraduates in computer 

science; five were male and one was female.  Tutors all had some level of tutoring 

experience, and were not instructed about specific tutorial strategies. 

Subjects first completed a pre-survey including items about self-efficacy, attitude 

toward computer science, and attitude toward collaboration.  Subjects then completed a 

ten item pre-test over specific topic content.  The tutorial session was controlled at 50 

minutes for all subjects, after which subjects completed a post-survey and post-test 

containing variants of the items on the pre- versions.  Any subject whose session was 

interrupted due to technical difficulties or external factors, or who completed the task 

early, was omitted from the data set for analysis (nomitted=6). 
 



 

 

4. Results and Discussion 

 

To compare dialogue structure based on learner characteristics, three partitioning criteria 

were applied to the student population:  incoming performance level, self-efficacy rating, 

and gender.  After briefly noting overall learning effectiveness, this section reports on 

dialogue structure characteristics for each student sub-population based on each of the 

three partitioning criteria.   



 

For each student, learning gain was gauged by the difference between pre and post-

test scores.  On average, students scored 13% higher on the post-test than the pre-test.  A 

pair-wise difference t-test indicates that the difference is statistically significant (p < 0.05). 

  

 

4.1 Dialogue Profile Analyses 

 

For each student dialogue session, the relative frequency of each dialogue act was 

computed as the ratio of the number of occurrences of that dialogue act to the total number 

of dialogue acts in the session.  The relative frequency of dialogue acts was then computed 

for high-performing and low-performing students, for high-efficacy and low-efficacy 

students, and for female and male students.  To determine whether intra-group differences 

in means were significant, t-tests were performed.  Table 3 summarizes the relative 

frequency results, omitting all dialogue acts for which there was no significant difference 

by learner characteristics.  Bolded values indicate statistically significant differences (p ≤ 

0.05).  It should be noted that the three partitions are not independent.  For example, high 

performing students were more often in the high self-efficacy group, and most females 

were in the low performing group.  Despite these confounds, we draw meaningful 

conclusions by examining each learner characteristic individually. 

Students were divided into low performing and high performing groups based on the 

median pre-test score.  Analyses yielded the following findings:  1) High performing 

students made more acknowledgements, requested feedback less often, and made more 

declarative statements than low performing students.  2) Tutors paired with low 

performing students made more extra-domain statements, gave more prompted feedback, 

and made more requests for confirmation of understanding than tutors paired with high 

performing students.   

Following an instrument devised by Bandura to measure domain-specific self-efficacy 

[18], students were asked to rate their confidence in being able to complete a programming 

assignment under a variety of circumstances.  Because the problem used for this study was 

drawn from a standard problem set for the course, students had an experiential basis on 

which to judge their ability to complete the problem.  Statistically significant differences in 

dialogue structure emerged when students were grouped by their confidence level 

regarding whether they could complete a simple laboratory assignment on their own.  

Analyses yielded the following findings:  1) Students in the high self-efficacy group made 

more declarative statements, or assertions, than students in the low self-efficacy group.  

2)aTutors paired with low self-efficacy students gave more negative feedback and made 

fewer acknowledgements than tutors paired with low self-efficacy students.   

         Although females comprised a small number of our subjects, some statistically 

significant results emerged.  1) Women made more requests for feedback and fewer 

declarative statements than men.  2) Tutors paired with women gave more positive 

feedback and made more requests to confirm understanding than tutors paired with men. 
 

4.2 Discussion  

 

These findings extend those of previous studies investigating tutorial dialogue and learning 

effectiveness which have found correlations of dialogue structure and content with 

learning [11, 12, 13].  Of particular interest is a large spoken tutorial dialogue study 

conducted as part of the ITSPOKE project [10].  The ITSPOKE study found that student 



 

utterances exhibiting reasoning and reasoning-oriented questions posed by the tutor were 

positively correlated with learning in a human-computer corpus, as were the introduction 

of new concepts in the dialogue by students in a human-human corpus.  The Java Corpus 

study reported on here found that learner characteristics appear to significantly affect the 

structure of tutorial dialogue, and that both tutor and student dialogue acts appear to be 

affected by these differences.  Tutors more often engaged in more extra-domain 

conversation, provided additional feedback, and more frequently engaged in discussions to 

gauge students’ level of understanding when conversing with low performing, low 

efficacy, or female students.  These same groups of students tended to request more 

feedback, make fewer declarative statements, and make fewer acknowledgements.  It 

seems likely that learner characteristics affect (and are affected by) tutorial dialogue issues 

analogous to those bearing on help-seeking behaviors [19] and self-explanation [20]. 

These findings suggest that it may be possible to devise tutorial dialogue strategies 

that address the specific communicative needs of different groups of learners.  Putting 

gender differences aside because of the limited data, several design implications could 

be considered for tutorial dialogue systems:   

•   Encouraging Reflection:  If a student with low incoming performance initiates 

few requests for feedback, the system should consider taking remedial action such 

as asking task questions or concept questions to assess student understanding.  

• Giving Adequate Feedback:  Systems should be prepared to give prompted 

feedback more often when working with low-performing or low-efficacy students.  



 

• Making Acknowledgements:  When interacting with high-efficacy students, 

systems might give more acknowledgements than in their default setting; this may 

more accurately reflect the interaction expected when working with a human tutor. 

• Maintaining Conversational Comfort:  When interacting with students who have 

been deemed to be low-performing prior to the tutoring session, systems should 

consider making slightly more extra-domain statements, which could create a more 

conversational setting in which weaker students might feel more at ease.   

 
5. Conclusion 

 

Tutorial dialogue exhibits structural regularities that cut across learning tasks and domains. 

 However, learner characteristics may profoundly affect the structure of tutor-student 

conversations.  Analyses of task-oriented tutorial dialogues indicate that students’ 

incoming performance levels, self-efficacy, and gender significantly influence the structure 

of dialogue.  The findings suggest that learner characteristics may be considered in 

designing tutorial dialogue strategies that more effectively target the specific needs of 

students with particular characteristics.    

The study reported here represents a first step toward understanding how learner 

characteristics affect the structure of tutorial dialogue.  Several directions for future work 

appear promising.  First, it will be important to explore the influence of learner 

characteristics on tutorial dialogue in the presence of surface level information about 

students’ utterances.  This line of investigation is of particular interest given recent results 

indicating that lexical cohesion in tutorial dialogue with low-performing students is found 

to be highly correlated with learning [21].  Second, a comparative analysis of alternate 

tutoring strategies on the effectiveness and efficiency of student learning for students with 

targeted characteristics will yield a clearer picture of the space of tutorial dialogue.    

Third, students’ motivation and frustration undoubtedly influence (and are influenced by) 

the structure and content of tutorial dialogue, so developing a better understanding of these 

interrelationships will contribute to more effective tutorial dialogue management.    
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